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Abstract 
Let (X1,X,) be an a-stable random vector with 0 < a < 2, not necessarily symmetric. Its 
distribution is characterized by a finite measure r on the unit circle called the spectral measure. 
It is known that if r satisfies some integrability condition then the conditional moment 
E[lX#‘lX,] can exist for some values of p greater than a. This paper provides a sufficient 
condition on r for the existence of the conditional moment E[ lX#‘jX,] involving the maximal 
range of possible p’s, namely p < 2a + 1. 
Keyworrls: Stable distributions; Stable random vectors; Symmetric a-stable; Conditional 
moments 
1. Introduction and statement of the main results 
Let (X1,X,) be a symmetric a-stable (gas), 0 < a c 2, random vector, i.e. whose 
characteristic function is of the form 
&,,x,(t, r) := fj#, r) := Eexp(i(tX, + rX,)) = exp 
where r, called the spectral measure, is a finite symmetric measure on the Bore1 sets of 
the unit circle SZ in RZ and where s = (sr, sz)_ Then for p > 0, ElX# -c co if and only 
if p < a. We are interested in conditions for which E[IX21plX, = x] < a~ a.e. for 
p 2 a. Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1991) have partial results. Using new techniques, 
we obtain sufficient conditions for E[lX,lplX, = x] < co that involve the maximal 
range of possible p’s, namely p < 2a + 1. Necessary conditions will be given in 
a subsequent paper. 
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The spectral measure r always satisfies Is, T(ds) < E. Suppose, however, that 
(1.1) 
for some v > 0. Then Xi # 0 as. and, c.f. Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1991), the 
conditional characteristic function $x2,x of X2 given Xi = x equals 
4x2,x(r) = 1 
s 
w 
2nf(x) 3c 
eC”“+(t,r)dt, (1.2) 
wheref’denotes the density function of the (stable) random variable Xi. Using (1.2), 
Samorodnitsky and Taqqu proved the following result involving conditional 
moments. 
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 3.1(i) of Samorodnitsky and Taqqu, 1991). Suppose that the 
spectral measure r qf a SctS random vector (X,, X2) satisfies (1.1) with v 2 0. Then 
E[IX21P(X, = x] < cc a.e.for every 
p<min(a+v,a+ 1) ifO<a< 1 
and for every 
p<min(a+v,2) if 1 Icc<2. 
In the latter case f~ 2 2 - c(, then E[X:]X, = x] < ~8 a.e. 
Cambanis and Wu (1992) extend these results to conditioning with respect to more 
than one variable. In Wu and Cambanis (1991) they show that (1.1) with v = 2 - SI is 
necessary and sufficient for E(X:jX, = x) < cc a.e. if a > 1. 
Note that the highest conditional moment, whose existence is guaranteed by the 
above theorem, is of order no greater than 2. It is of order less than IX + 1 < 2 in the 
case 0 < c( < 1 and of order 2 in the case 1 i x < 2. It is known, however, that 
conditional moments higher than those guaranteed by the theorem do exist. 
Example 1.1 (cf: Samorodnitsky and Tuqqu, 1991). Let Y, and Y, be i.i.d. SclS random 
variables and set Xi = Y, + Y, and Xz = Yi - Y,. The spectral measure r of (X i, X,) 
is concentrated on the four points (e,lfi,~~/fi), pi = + 1,~ = + 1, and hence 
(1.1) is satisfied with any v < m. 
Let y be the density of Y, and Y2. Since g(x) - Clxl~ ’ -’ as /xl -+ z, the conditional 
moment 
is infinite for p = 2x + 1, but is finite for all p < 2r + 1. Had we used Theorem 1 .l 
instead, we would not be able to prove that the conditional moment is finite for 
~+11p<2a+lifO<~<l,andfor2<p<2c(+lifl<x<2. 
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If X2 = ax,, then E(IX1lPIXI = x) < co for all p and (1.1) again holds with any 
v < co, but the above example shows that (1.1) applied to a nondegenerate SclS 
random vector (Xi, X,), cannot be expected to guarantee the existence of conditional 
moments of order higher or equal to 2cr + 1. 
The following theorem is our main result. It extends Theorem 1.1 and shows that it 
is possible to cover the entire range of p of the example. 
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that the spectral measure r of the SctS, 0 < CI < 2, random vector 
(Xl, X2) satisjes (1.1) with v > 0. Then E[JX2(PJXI = x] < cc a.e. for every 
plcc+v and p<2a+l 
This result indicates a difference between the cases v = 0’ and v > 0. When v = 0, 
one has E[IX21pjX1 = x] < cc a.e. for p < r but not necessarily for p = M, because 
E[jX,J”IX, = x] = EjX2j” = co when Xi and XZ are independent. The theorem 
shows, however, that when Condition (1.1) holds with v > 0, one has not only 
E[lX21PIX1 = x] < cc a.e. for p < iy + v (as in Theorem 1.1) but also for p = a + v. 
The restriction p < 2% + 1 is consistent with Example 1.1, where it was shown that 
conditional moments for order p 2 2~ + 1 may not exist even when sup{v: v satisfies 
(1.1)) = CQ. 
The theorem can be restated as follows: 
l If (1.1) is satisjed with 0 < v < II + 1, then 
E[JX21z+‘IXI = x] < oc a.e. 
l If (1.1) is satisjed with v 2 a + 1, then 
E[IX21PIX1 = x] < co a.e. 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
for every p < 2x + 1. 
It is easy to see that the second statement is a consequence of the first. Indeed, if (1.1) 
holds with v 2 c( + 1, then it holds for any V’ = u + 1 - E, 0 < E < CI + 1, and, by (1.3) 
the conditional moment exists for p = x + v’ = 2~ + 1 - E. 
Theorem 1.1 of Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1991) as well as our results, share the 
same starting point, namely Ramachandran’s Theorem 5 in Ramachandran (1969). 
This theorem gives a correspondence between the existence of moments and the 
behaviour of the characteristic function (or its derivative of even order) around zero. 
We use the theorem in the following form. 
Theorem 1.3 (cf. Ramachandran, 1969). Let F be a distribution function and C$ the 
corresponding characteristic function. 
’ Interpret (1.1) with Y = 0 as ls,F(ds) < a, a condition which is always satisfied because F is a finite 
measure. In Cioczek-Georges and Taqqu (1993) we discuss a logarithmic condition on F which is necessary 
and sufficient for the existence of the uth conditional moment. 
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(i) A necessary and sufficient condition for F to have the moment of order Iz, where 
0<1<2,isthatforsomec>O 
- I$(r)l)dr < co. (1.5) 
Moreover, F has the second moment if and only if r-‘(1 - Id(r is bounded for 
Otr<c. 
(ii) A necessary and suficient conditionfor F, having the moment of order 2n, n > 0, to 
have the moment of order 2n + J,, where 0 < 1< 2, is that for some c > 0: 
r-c1+i.)(l#2”)(0)l - l&(2”)(r)l)dr < GO. U-6) 
Moreover, F has the moment of order 2n + 2 ifand only ifrr-‘(I#‘“)(O)l - I#‘“)(r)l) is 
bounded for 0 < r I c. 
In our case, the characteristic function 4 is the conditional characteristic function 
(pxzIx of X21X1 = x, where (X1,X2) is SC&. For 2 < p I 4 and 4 < p < 5 one must 
consider the second and the fourth derivative of &2Ix, respectively. Establishing the 
forms of these derivatives is not easy. Formal computation of the derivatives can yield 
divergent terms and, hence, special manipulations are needed. We use a number of 
different techniques in order to obtain an adequate representation of the derivatives. 
An important one can be written formally as follows: 
$ ‘” f@)g@+cs)dl=& * m I 
; f(Ng(t + 4s + h)) - g(t + 41 dt 
m 
= ;_mo ; ; [f(‘(t - ch) - f(t)]g(t + cs)dt 
m 
m 
= --_c f’(t)g(t + cs) dt . 
-co 
We use it when jy ,f(t)g'(t + cs)dt does not exist but the above equalities hold. If 
d/dsjy”, f(t)g(t + cs)dt = cjz, f(t)g’(t + cs)dt then the above formula is nothing 
more than the ordinary integration by parts 
I 
00 
f(t)g’(t + cs)dt = - 
pm I 
m j-‘(t)g(t + cs) dt . 
-* 
This is a very important tool which enables us to calculate higher order derivatives, 
albeit in a more complex setting. 
To prove the existence of the conditional moment of order p = a + v < 2a + 1, one 
needs to bound the differences of the characteristic function or its derivative between 
the points 0 and r and so that the condition (i) or (ii) of Theorem 1.3 is satisfied. We 
represent these differences as a sum of a number of terms. We prove that in the casts 
p = 2 and p = 4 all these terms are bounded by const r2 for 0 < r I 1. For the other 
values of p, we try to bound (at least some of) them by const ry with y > p mod 2n, 
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n = 0,l or 2, so that they become integrable w.r.t. r-l-pmod ‘“dr. Since I is in the 
neighborhood of zero, the higher the exponent y the more delicate the bound. In the 
“high p” cases, namely 2 -L p < 20~ + 1, $ < CI < 1, and 4 < p < 2a + 1,; < u < 2, one 
has p mod 2n < 1, so a bound of the form const r is sufficient. But in the cases p < 2, 
0 < c1 -C 2, and 2 < p < 4, 1 < c1 -C 2, the value of p mod 2n is in the interval (0,2), 
a wider range requiring more delicate estimations. Thus the case p > 4 and $ c CL c 2 
is “hard” on one hand because it requires the fourth derivative of the conditional 
characteristic function (which is a sum of more than 20 terms!), but “easy”, as far as 
estimation of several terms, because pmod4 < 1. 
In any case, only some of the terms can be bounded by the adequate power of r, and 
they are, in fact, not the most important ones. It is the remaining terms which are 
crucial. (Had we attempted to bound them by a power of r, as it was done in 
Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1991), the highest obtainable exponent y would equal 
p mod 2n which is sufficient only for the existence of all moments less than p, but not 
equal p.) These remaining terms appear as integrals with respect to additional 
variables. To show that they are integrable with respect o r-l-pmod ” dr, we change 
order of integration and integrate with respect o r using the Gamma integral. The 
lemmas used in the “high p” cases 2 < p < 21x + 1, i < CI < 1, and 4 < p < 2cr + 1, 
3 < u < 2, are different from those used in the cases p < 2,0 < c1 -C 2, and 2 < p < 4, 
l<a<2. 
Observe that the assumption of symmetry on the vector (Xi, X2) can be dropped in 
the statement of Theorem 1.2. In the paper Hardin et al. (1991), Hardin et al. have 
shown that Theorem 1.1 can be extended to an arbitrary a-stable vector (Xi, X2), i.e., 
whose characteristic function is of the form 
4 x1, X2(4 := Eexp(Wl + rX2)) 
= 1 
exp{ - js,ltsl + rs,(“(l - i tanysign(ts, + rs2))r(ds) + i(tpl + rp2)} 
if a # 1, 
exp{ - Js,(tsl + rs21(1 + ifsign(ts, + rs2)lnltsl + rs,l)r(ds) + i(tpi + rp2)} 
if CI= 1, 
where (,u1,,u2) E(W’ and the spectral measure r on S2 is not assumed symmetric 
anymore. The proof of Hardin et al., extending their result from SC& to a-stable, can 
also be applied to the case of Theorem 1.2. Hence we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.2’. Suppose that the spectral measure r of an a-stable, 0 < CI < 2, random 
vector (X1,X2) satisjes (1.1) with v > 0. Then E[(X21PIX, = x] < 03 a.e.fir every 
p~a+v and p<2c(+l. 
Throughout the paper we use the notation 
.i=(~s~ISil’r(ds))“a, i=1,2. 
The parameter Bi is called the scale parameter of the random variable Xi, i = 1,2. 
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This paper contains the proof of Theorem 1.2 for the case 0 < a I 1 only. The proof 
in the case 1 < t( < 2 is not included here because it is much more computationally 
involved. It can be found in Cioczek-Georges and Taqqu (1994). Necessary conditions 
for the existence of conditional moments of stable random variables are derived in 
Cioczek-Georges and Taqqu (1993). 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.2 in the zase 0 < a < 1 
Let (X1,X,) be a SaS random vector satisfying (1.1) with v > 0. The proof of 
Theorem 1.2 in the case 0 < a < 1 follows from the three propositions below. The first 
proposition shows the existence of conditional moments up to p = 2. The second one 
establishes a representation for the real part of the second derivative of the conditional 
characteristic function. Using that representation, the last proposition proves 
Theorem 1.2 for moments higher than 2. 
Even though in the first proposition we assume any v > 0, we can only take 
advantageofv<a+linthecasea~~,andv~2-ainthecase~<cr~l.The 
upperbound “a + 1” is a natural one because we cannot get conditional moments of 
order greater than or equal to x + (a + 1) = 2a + 1. The upperbound “2 - a” comes 
from the fact that here we focus only on conditional moments up to order p = 2 
(a + (2 - a) = 2). 
Similarly, in the third proposition, which involves the case a > i and v > 2 - a, we 
make use only of v < a + 1. 
Let us start with a lemma which is an easy consequence of the proof of Lemma 3.1 
in Samorodnitsky and Taqqu (1991). 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that jsZ(sll-“r(ds) < 00 and a I 1. Then 
and 
s 
(Its, + rs$ - ItsIj”)r(ds) 
)ry+vlt(-v ifO<v<l-cr, 
S2 (r((tl-“-“’ if v 2 1 - a. 
The constant depends on a and r. 
Proposition 2.1. Suppose 0 < a I 1 and v > 0 in (1.1). Then .E[IX2jPJXI = x] < co a.e. 
for 
pImin{a+v,2) and p<2a+l. 
Proof. The idea is to find a bound on (1 - I$xl,x(r)l), 0 < r I 1, and use 
Ramachandran’s Theorem 1.3., part (i). Using (1.2), we get 
0 I 1 - I&drN I 1 - lRe~~&)l 5 IRe&,Ix(0) - Re4x,ix(r)I 5 1111 + IJAr 
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where 
1 O” 
Zr =-- 
2Kf(X) I - m cos IX e 
-itlaO; 
s 
((tsi + rs21a - ltsil’)Z-(ds)dt 
s2 
and 
We must bound I, and 12. We first consider Z2. Using the bound 
\eex - emy + e -Y(x _ y) < je-Yelx~Yl (x - y)‘, for x, y E R, we get 
11215~ co 
47cA-x) s 
exp( - ltl”a”,)exp 
- 00 Is 
, dt. 
i 
(2.1) 
By Lemma 2.1, for 0 < r i 1, 
1 O” 
1121 5 ~ 
s 4xS(x) m 
exp{ - [tINa; + PO;} s2(lts1 + rs21z - Itsil”)Z(ds) 2dt, 
which gives for either a > 4 or for a < 4 and v < i, 
s a lZ21 I const e -111’~; r 2 min(z+ts, 1) t ~2 min(v, 1-x) dt I const rmin(2u+2v, 2), -CC 
and for a < 4 and v > f, 
1Z21 5 const 
[S 
r2’dt + 
s 
r2min(~+~‘,l)t-2min(i~,1-3) dt I COnSfr21+1. 
Ill 5 I Ifl >I 1 
Unless stated explicitly, here and in the future const denotes a finite positive constant, 
which may change from one expression to another and is indepP,ident from r (it 
depends however on T,cr or ,x). 
In the remaining cases, namely c1 I ) and v = i or N = ? pn< v > f, Condition (1.1) 
holds also with v’ = (1 - E)/.? -. $, 0 < E .: 1, and, thus, we can bound 1, in the same 
way as for c( _< i and v < i, to get: 
jZ2) I constr2T+2” = constr” ’ mL. 
Using the preceding bounds on II,;: : :et for any 0 < v < min(2 - CI, a + l), 
(2.2) 
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and for any v 2 2 - o! and u > 3, 
lIzI 
< const T- for 0 < I 5 1. 
We now turn to II. By Lemma 2.1 its integrand is absolutely integrable with respect 
to dt x T(ds) and therefore we can express it as 
1 m 
I1 =- 
s 27Cf(X) 0 
costxe-'a"T 
s 
[Its1 + rsZla + ItsI - rs210L - 21tsll"lT(ds)dt 
zz- -~-(~t+~~~~+~t++2t’)dt,sr~,,. 
Note that by integration by parts 
L:= mcostxe-‘aoT s 0 ((t+/~l~+It-/~l/l-2t”)dt 
- xsin txe-LmaT 
01 n 
=O- - costxe-' O1 acr:t"-' 
> 
x&((t + I!$+’ + (t- l~l)‘““‘- 2t"")dt 
1 * 
=--- 
s cr+1 0 
e-ratab~rCL+Z(Xsin(rtx) + ao~cos(rtx)r"-'t"-') 
We have to show that 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
for 0 < v < min(2 - tl, o! + 1). We shall bound Jh by j; in order to use the following 
identity: 
m 
e 
0 
-CErarSdr= r(&-!)/(&“) for c >O, c1 >O, /I > - 1, (2.5) 
which follows from the definition of the Gamma function. Hence, 
s m x e-r’taa, r Q ‘-“(1 + r”-‘t”-‘)drdtT(ds) 0 
= const (s2Ja+YIsI(PYr(ds) 
s 
mI(t + I)“+’ + (t - l)@+‘> - 2ta+11tY-2dt. 
0 
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The integral over Sz is finite by (1.1) and the second integral is finite because 
l(z + l)<a+r> + (z - 1) @+‘) - 22<“+‘)1 _( constmin((zl,jzl’-‘) (2.6) 
for z E R, where const depends on a only. Hence, (2.4) holds and the proposition is 
proved for 0 < v -C min(2 - CL, a + l), as well as for v 2 a + 1 if u < 3, since (1.1) is 
then satisfied with any v’ < a + 1. 
Now, consider a > f and v 2 2 - a. Using the expression (2.3) for L and applying 
(2.6) we get 
0 
e-‘““~(l + ta-r)ta-‘dt < constr’ z ‘. 
I I 
Thus, 
1111 < const 
r2 - s 
ls2121s11uPzr(ds) I const 
s2 
for 0 < I I 1. The last inequality, together with the similar statement for Z2 shown 
above, proves the proposition in the case v 2 2 - a and CL > 4. Cl 
We now derive a representation for the real part of the second derivative of the 
conditional characteristic function. Its proof, which is particularly delicate, 
foreshadows the difficulties one encounters when one focuses on the fourth derivative 
in the case u > 1. 
We will use the following technical lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. The following inequalities hold for c > 0, 4 < a < 1, 1 - 2a < /I < 0 and 
o<p<2cr-1: 
s I(t +z#-‘)(t + z~)<‘-~> - lt(2”-2 lltlpdt I const((zl12affl-1 + I~~l~~~fi-~),(2.7) kf 
exp( - cltl’) Jt + zl’-’ - ItI’-’ dt I const, P-8) 
exP( - cltl”)llt + zlImP1 - It + z21um11 It + zJ_‘dt I constJzl - z2Jp, (2.9) 
where the constants depend only on c, a, /I and p. 
Proposition 2.2. Suppose f < a 5 1 and v > 2 - a in (1.1). Then the second derivative of 
the characteristic function +xzIx exists and its real part equals 
Re 4&,(r) = - rs,l”r(ds) ) 
> 
2 
X (tsl + rs2)<a-1>s2r(ds) dt 
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Its, + rszl’r(ds) 
x 
s 
(ts, + rsJ(‘- “s,~s;’ T(ds)dt 
s2 
-__ Its, + rs,l”r(ds) 
X (ts, + rs2)(am ‘).s, T(ds) 
X 
(s 
(ts1 + rs2p 1)s2s- l 2 1 
s2 
(2.10) 
Proof. Proposition 2.1 (or Theorem 1.1 in the case c( = 1) shows that the second 
moment E[X:]X, = x] and hence the second derivative &,,, exists a.e. since (1.1) is 
satisfied with v 2 2 - CY. Thus, we only need to find a form of Re $~i,,~ or 
_ equivalently - the second derivative of 
Re 444 = & m costx&t,r)dt. 
cc 
To be able to write 
(Re 4dr))’ = &jr * costxi$(t,r)dt 
1 = 
=m _cosrxexp 
s 
Its, + rs,(“r(ds) 
g(rsr + rs,)“r(ds) 
Its, + rs21”r(ds) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
X (S (tsl + rs2)(‘- ‘)s2r(ds) dt, ) (2.14) sz 
we must justify the change of order of integration and differentiation in (2.12) and 
(2.13). Both follow from 
Its1 + (r + &2l” - Its1 + rs21z I ,tsl + rs2,z-, ,s21 
h 
(2.15) 
for fs, + rs2 # 0 (we used // 1 + z 1% - 11 I: I z I for z E [w; cf. Lemma 2(a), Cambanis and 
Wu (1992). For example, the bound \eex - eeyI 2 e-ye’x-YIIx - yl for x,y E 58, the 
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triangle inequality and (2.15) yield, for IhI < Irl, 
(2.16) 
where const depends on (fixed) r, but does not depend on h and t. To verify that the 
right-hand side of (2.16) is integrable w.r.t. t, apply (2.8) (this step is necessary only for 
a < l), the fact that l”, exp( - Itl”o;)ltl”-’ dt < co, and use (1.1) (with v > 2 - CI > 
1 - c(). Thus, the Lebesgue-dominated convergence theorem applies (twice) and we 
may differentiate (2.11) under the integral signs and get (2.14). 
In order to obtain the second derivative, we consider 
- exp - 
( s 
Itsi + rs,l”r(ds) N (ts; + ~s;)(‘~~)s;f(ds’)dt s2 s2 
-M a: 
+ lim ~ 
h -0 h2nf(x) s 
cos txexp - 
a ( s 
Its1 + (r - h)s,l”r(ds) 
s2 1 
X 
[s 
(ts; + (r + h)s;)‘“p “s;T(ds’) - (ts; + rs;)(‘x- ‘)s;T(ds’) =: I1 + 12. 
SZ s S2 1 
To find Ii, one can use the bound (2.16). Then (2.9) with p = 0 for CI < 1 and the fact 
that j:, exp( - jt(‘al,)(t121-2dt < cc show 
s m -m exp(-~r~~o;)lr+~~~‘~~+~l’~Ldi<const, 
where const does not depend on r, h, (sl, s2) and (s;, s;). Since 
ss Isll”-‘Is;l”-‘r(ds)r(ds’) = (s IsllzP1 T(ds) 2 < co, sz s2 S2 
the integrand of I1 is bounded (uniformly in h) by an integrable function and we can 
change order of integration and differentiation. Thus 
a2 Oz 
I1 =- 
2rcf(x) QI cos txexp s 
(ts, + rs,(“r(ds) 
X + rs,)(*-‘)s2r(ds) ‘dt. 
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Consider now 12. This is the case when appropriate “integration by parts” is needed, 
as explained in Section 1. 
,ts, + (r + h)s,,“f (ds) 
,tsr + (r + h)s,,“r(ds) 
=: z2r + I,,. 
The case of Z2r is relatively easy. The mean value theorem implies 
and we have 
exp - 
( s 
1% + (r + h)s,l”rds) 
s2 > 
I exp( - jt,“a;)exp(2,r,“o”,) 
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for JhJ < Irl. Use now (2.8) for a < 1 and js2s;2Js;(‘-‘r(ds’) -C co to see that the 
integrand of ZzI is bounded by an integrable function. Thus 
Its1 + rs$r(ds) 
x 
5 
(tsI + r~~)<=-~)s:s;~~(ds)dt. 
s2 
The case of Zz2 is more difficult. Note that by inequalities leeX - e-y! 
Se -min(xAIX _ yl f orx,yElR,andIIl+~l~-lI~lzlforzEIW,wegetforIhJ<Irl: 
- exp - 
( s 
ItsI + (r + h&l”r(ds) 
I exp(2l?Yci)exp( - min( It - ~[,ltl”)&$)/s,l~sI + (r + h)szlu-‘IsIlr(ds). 
We want to show that 
al 
J J 
t a-l = ew( - IWW 
JI I 
t +F ‘-lls,l”Z-(ds) I I t +F ~;~Is;J’-~T(ds’)dt, --co s2 s2 
(2.17) 
because then the finiteness of the right-hand side (cf. (2.9) with p = 0 for a < 1 and 
(1.1)) and the generalization of the Lebesgue-dominated convergence theorem (cf. 
Royden, 1988, Theorem 17, p. 92) implies 
z22 = -- J 
a, 
27Lf(x) _ o3 ~0s tx exp ( J - sz I& + rs21”W4 > 
X (f (tsl + rs2)@- ‘)sl T(ds) >(I (tsl + rs2)<‘=- ‘>s2s; ‘Z-(ds) dt s2 s2 > 
and (2.10) is established. 
To prove (2.17) first note that for hs;/s; > 0, 
min (I I){ t-F,\,, = I I t-2 for ,2$, I4 for ,-cg 2s; (2.18) 
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and for h&/s’, < 0 the inequalities are reversed. We focus on the first case, since the 
other one leads to the same conclusions. 
For h&/s; > 0, 
For CI = 1 the first two integrals are zero. When SI < 1, (2.9) with 0 I p < 2~ - 1 imply 
that the first two integrals are bounded by const(lhs2/sllP + Ihs;/s;lp). Now take 
p = min(v - (2 - SI), c( - 4) and note that 
because p > 0 and hP + 0 as h -+ 0. 
For the third integral note that, if IhI < lr(, then It + rs;/~~l”- I II-s;/(~s’~)\“~‘. 
Moreover, 
x Js,~“~s;~“+21s’ll-21-(ds)r(ds’)du. 
Since 
x Jsll”ls;~“+2~s’ll~2T(ds)r(ds’)du 
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. 
is finite by (2.8) for a < 1 and (1.1) with 1 I 2 - tl < v, we get limb,, S(h) = 0 and 
(2.17) is established. 0 
Proposition 2.3. Suppose i < c( I 1 and v > 2 - a in (1.1). Then E[(X21P[X1 = x] 
--c co a.e. for 
p I cI + v and p < 2cr + 1. 
Proof. The case p I 2 is covered by Proposition 2.1. To show the existence of 
moments higher than 2 we use Theorem 1.3, part (ii) with n = 1. Since,2 
0 I I&,,,(O)1 - I~~&)l I IRe G,,,(O)I - IRe &&&)I 
I IRe 4&(O) - IRe 4%r)l, 
it is enough to show that 
(2.19) 
IRe &,AO) - Re &&(r)l, 0 < r 2 1, (2.20) 
is integrable w.r.t. r -’ -(a+v-2)dr in order to get moments of order a + v for 
2 -C CI + v < 2cr + 1. If (1.1) is satisfied with v 2 CI + 1, then it also holds with any 
v‘ < c1+ 1. Thus, to prove the proposition, we may assume 2 - a < v < CY. + 1. 
Proposition 2.2 expresses Re 4i21X(r) as the sum of three integrals; call them I1 (.), 
Z21(.) and Z22(.) according to the order of appearance in (2.10). We now consider the 
differences of I,, Z21 and Z22 at 0 and r, respectively. 
Let us focus on Zz2 since the other cases are similar, but simpler. Note that 
IZ22(0) - Z22(r)l 5 constIr, exp ( - Is2 ItsI + MWW) 
Is 
(ts, + rs2)(‘-‘)s,r d ) 
s2 ( s I&( 
ts; + rs$)(zp ‘)&‘s;- ’ T(ds’) 
- 
s 
(tsJ’“- l)sl T(ds) 
s 
sz(tS;)(‘- “s;‘s;- ’ Z’(ds’) dt 
+cllsti:aiexp(- Is2 Its1 + rs,l’,,,,,) - exp( - 6, jtsl[‘r(ds))l lt12”-2 
1 Is,l”UW f Is;l”- 2s;2Z-(ds’)dt -=: J, + .Z2. 
J ~2 Jsz 
‘If Y has a distribution function F, a characteristic function 
(4”(O) = - EY’) and 0 I 1~$“(0)1 - j#~“(r)l, because d”(r)/4”(0) 
ponding distribution G is given by dG(y) = y2dF(y)/EY2). 
4, and if EY’ < co, then 4” (0) is real 
is a characteristic function (the corres- 
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For J1, since r I 1, 
- ~tlZ=-z dt(s,l”Js;(2Js;lrr-2T(ds)T(ds’). 
Using (2.5) and (2.7), we get for 2 - o! < v < c1 + 1 and a < 1: 
1 
0r 
1 +ft._, dr < const 
s; <u-l> 
x t+y 
( > 
- ItI 2a-2 Itl-*+‘-‘dt(ds’)T(ds) 
St 
5 const ISA a+“-Z~s1J2-vI-(ds) 
s 
s2 Is;I~Js’$-~ Qds’) 
+ ss, lMWs)~s2 Is;l’+‘ls;l-‘r(ds’)). 
The last expression is finite because of (1.1). The above inequalities continue to hold 
when a = 1 but to prove the last inequality we use the following bound instead of (2.7), 
<const(/$l +ki”>. 
For J2, applying the same exponential bound as the one used in (2.16) and Lemma 2.1, 
we get 
5 
m 
J2 I const exp( - (tlao;)ra(t(‘OLP2dt I constr” 
-4) 
and 5: J2rea-“+’ dr is finite, which proves the proposition. 0 
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